The following are general rules for use of the Teacher Self-Report (TSR):
The student will, within a given context, produce an effective composition for a specific purpose. X 2 10,11
The student will produce a piece of writing that demonstrates a command of the conventions of spelling, capitalization, punctuation, grammar usage, and sentence structure. X 3 10,11
The student will demonstrate the ability to revise and proofread to improve the clarity and effectiveness of a piece of writing. X
MATHEMATICS

Objective
Grades where TEKS/TAKS objectives are tested TEKS/TAKS Objectives Check all that apply ALL OBJECTIVES………………………………………………………………………………….. ,4,5,6,7,8 The student will demonstrate an understanding of numbers, operations, and quantitative reasoning. 2 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 The student will demonstrate an understanding of patterns, relationships, and algebraic reasoning. 3 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 The student will demonstrate an understanding of geometry and spatial reasoning. 4 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 The student will demonstrate an understanding of the concepts and uses of measurement. 5 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 The student will demonstrate an understanding of probability and statistics. 6 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 The student will demonstrate an understanding of the mathematical processes and tools used in problem solving. The student will describe functional relationships in a variety of ways. 2 9,10,11 The student will demonstrate an understanding of the properties and attributes of functions. 3 9,10,11 The student will demonstrate an understanding of linear functions. 4 9,10,11
The student will formulate and use linear equations and inequalities. 5 9,10,11 The student will demonstrate an understanding of quadratic and other nonlinear functions. 6 9,10,11 The student will demonstrate an understanding of geometric relationships and spatial reasoning. 7 9,10,11 The student will demonstrate an understanding of two-and threedimensional representations of geometric relationships and shapes. 8 9,10,11 The student will demonstrate an understanding of the concepts and uses of measurement and similarity. 9 9,10,11 The student will demonstrate an understanding of percents, proportional relationships, probability, and statistics in application problems. 10 9,10,11 The student will demonstrate an understanding of the mathematical processes and tools used in problem solving. 3. Describe a specific instructional adjustment (e.g., materials, sequencing, etc.), which you have made based on the needs assessment of your students.
SCIENCE
I make a point of teaching and reinforcing word level and idea level reading fix-up strategies. I teach and reinforce Thinking Maps as helpful for essay writing. I constantly stress active, close reading through read along/discussion and modeling. I continue to acquire and utilize college level materials and literature to better prepare students.
4. Describe the approaches you have used to monitor classroom performance and to provide feedback to students regarding their progress in academic skills (TEKS/TAKS objectives).
Perhaps the most effective approach I use to monitor performance and provide feedback is to guide students toward understanding through continued questioning, pointing out clues to understanding, and modeling of the thinking process. I challenge students, guide them, encourage them and show them the way when needed.
5. Describe how you assisted your students who were experiencing serious attendance problems.
When absence begins, I first consult with the student. If absenteeism continues, I advise the student again, assure the student that grades can be made up and that success in the course is still possible, and notify the counselor. Additionally, I call the parents and student at home, and enlist the class to use their encouragement to get the student to attend.
6. Describe your approach in working with students who were failing or in danger of failing.
Failure is simply not an option in my class. I consult with students in danger and stay after them constantly to get them to try. I give them extra time, or give an incomplete rather than the failing grade in order to allow the student to catch up and pass. 9. Be prepared to discuss three target areas for continued professional growth. In order to organize your thoughts, you may wish to make notes below, but it is not required. II. LFHS will promote initiatives to increase student attendance and decrease student dropouts.
III. LFHS will maintain and promote parental/community involvement programs that enable all stakeholders to positively impact life-long learning.
IV. LFHS will maintain a comprehensive plan for meeting student achievement and improve District operation efficiency through technology.
V. LFHS will maintain a safe, orderly, and client friendly school environment for all students and employees.
VI. LFHS will build and maintain facilities in order to support ongoing academic programs. VII. LFHS will maintain an effective Human Resource program which focuses on retaining, promoting, and recruiting quality district staff.
VIII. LHFS will meet the state passing standards on the Financial Integrity Rating System of Texas.
Lesson Plan: John Dunkin, English III "Seeing with the Mind's Eye"
Age of Reason to Romanticism Objectives
Students will describe the characteristics of Romanticism and supply examples of these characteristics that are found in "Little Cosmic Dust Poem" and "When I Heard the Learned Astronomer."
Students will understand that the true organ of sight is not the eye, it is the mind.
Organizing concepts
The learner will understand that ideas are important: that when ideas change, people, societies and the world changes.
The learner will realize the importance of background knowledge, of "seeing with the mind's eye," for true understanding.
The learner will gain understanding of the wonders of the universe. 
Essential Questions
LITTLE COSMIC DUST POEM
Out of the debris of dying stars, this rain of particles that waters the waste with brightness; the sea-wave of atoms hurrying home, collapse of the giant, unstable guest who cannot stay; the sun's heart reddens and expands, his rnighty aspiration is lastitrg, as the shell of his substance one day will be white with frost.
In the radiant field of Orion great hordes of stars are forming, just as we see every night, fiery and faithful to the end.
Out of the cold and fleeing dust that is never and always, the silence and waste to comF this arm, this hand, my faceo your voice, this love. No spelling and grammar errors are present and the overall appearance is exceptional.
____
Personal Reflection
The student was not meaningfully engaged in the task and the reflection is not detailed.
. The student made an attempt at reflecting meaningfully with the literature.
The student was meaningfully engaged with the literature.
The student was meaningfully engaged with the literature. Language was used in an exceptional manner to convey their thoughts and reflections. 
____
Total----> ____
From:
John Dunkin To:
Paul Acosta Subject:
Sarah's progress Date:
March 2, 2007
Mr. Acosta, I am very concerned about Sarah's recent attendance and her last two assignments. Sarah has missed the last three days of class and I want to make sure that she is okay. She is usually one of my most diligent students but the last two assignments Sarah has done are not close to her usual high standard. I just wanted to touch base with you and find out if there is anything going on that I should be aware of, or what we need to do to get her back on track. Thank you for your attention to this matter and I look forward to discussing this with you.
John Dunkin
From: Paul Acosta Mr. Dunkin, thank you so much for keeping me informed of Sarah's recent lack of effort. Her mother and I are very supportive of the school and Sarah achieving the highest that she can. I am sorry to hear that Sarah's recent work has not been very good. We have had a family emergency and things at our house have been hectic. Sarah has had to take on many more responsibilities around the house causing her to miss several days of school. Unfortunately, this seems to have affected her school work. Her mother and I will take care of this problem and you should see Sarah's work return to normal. Thank you once again for keeping us informed on our daughter's progress and if things don't get better please let us know.
Sincerely Paul Acosta
